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It costs a lot and is growing a little long in the tooth, but the BMW 5 Series remains one of the
best cars on the road. With a completely redesigned model just a year away, the latest 5 is
facing its final curtain, but does so while still remaining a top choice for a premium midsize
luxury sedan. Indeed, while newer competitors have surpassed this segment's elder statesman
in certain areas, the 5 remains one of the finest vehicles in the world to travel each and every
highway. The 5 has a few, but the most worthy to mention is iDrive, which has been harped on
endlessly since its introduction in the early s. For , all 5 Series thankfully get the latest iDrive
knob and accompanying menu buttons, but without navigation, the same old convoluted menu
structure remains. We suggest opting for the navigation system, which includes the
higher-resolution screen and improved iDrive menus found in the all-new 7 Series. Other than
those updates, the 5 Series continues to consist of the i, i and i sedans and i xDrive wagon. Of
all these, the i would certainly be our pick. Its twin-turbocharged inline-6 endows it with an ideal
blend of seamless power and respectable fuel efficiency. This torque-rich engine pulls hard
from low in its rev range and effortlessly gets this BMW up to speed. In fact, the i is only a few
tenths slower to 60 mph than the V8-powered i, while returning only 1 mpg less combined than
the i. Yet it is certainly pricey, and its advanced age has put it behind the electronic times in a
few areas. Also, its standard steering may be too stiff for some drivers. But the 5 Series has
faced them all and stood tall, continuing to be a favorite among our editors and shoppers alike.
So although the end is near, the BMW 5 Series still does things its way. The BMW 5 Series is
available in sedan and wagon body styles. Three engines are available on the sedan that
correspond to the three trim levels i, i and i , with xDrive all-wheel drive available on the i and i
sedans. The wagon comes in i xDrive trim only. The i comes standard with inch wheels, a
sunroof, automatic headlights and wipers, power front seats with driver memory and power
headrests, a power tilt-telescoping steering column, leatherette vinyl upholstery, automatic
climate control, the iDrive electronics interface and a speaker stereo with a CD player and an
auxiliary audio jack. The i adds adaptive xenon headlights and lumbar support, while the i
xDrive wagon adds a panoramic sunroof, fold-down rear seats and a power tailgate. The i adds
parking assist, leather upholstery and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. There are several sport
packages available. The Sport package available on the i and i adds active roll stabilization, inch
wheels, performance tires, a sport-tuned suspension, "Comfort" front seats and a sport steering
wheel. The Sport package available on the xDrive models only includes the seats and steering
wheel. The M Sport package available on all trim levels includes all the regular Sport package
items, but adds an aerodynamic body kit, dark gray headliner and on the i, inch wheels. The i
comes with a 3. The i gets a turbocharged 3. The i has a 4. The sedans are rear-wheel drive by
default, but the i and i sedans can be equipped with all-wheel drive. All three engines come with
a standard six-speed manual or an optional a six-speed automatic. Performance is adequate
even in the base i, but for those who care about moving swiftly, the i won't disappoint. We
clocked a i with the manual transmission at 5. The i is fleeter still, completing the same sprint in
5. Standard safety equipment includes stability control, antilock disc brakes, front-seat side
airbags and front and rear side curtain airbags. Rear-seat side airbags are optional. The
available lane-departure warning system alerts the driver via vibrations in the steering wheel if
the car starts to veer out of its lane, and a night vision system is capable of displaying possible
hazards that are otherwise out of regular headlight range. Both hill start assist and hill descent
control are standard on AWD models. In government crash tests, the BMW 5 Series earned only
three out of five stars for driver protection in a frontal crash, although it did receive a full five
stars for front passenger protection and front and rear side protection. In crash testing
performed by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, the 5 Series achieved the top score of
"Good" in the frontal-offset test. However, the IIHS gave it the second-lowest rating of
"Marginal" for side safety because of potential torso injury risk for front occupants. The BMW 5
Series is just at home on a winding back road as it is on a leisurely cross-country road trip.
Opting for either of the sport packages allows the 5 to tackle tight corners as skillfully as some
dedicated sports cars. When driven aggressively, the steering has perfect weighting and a
near-telepathic feel, but around town and in parking lots, it feels overly heavy. For this reason,
we think casual drivers mostly interested in the 5 Series' looks, luxury and curb appeal should
opt for the active steering system. Likewise, those drivers might find the ride quality to be a
little stiff at times when equipped with the Sport package, but overall this BMW is a fine
all-purpose luxury sport sedan. The 5 Series boasts one of the most spacious and comfortable
cabins in its class, particularly when optioned with the fantastic "Comfort" front seats, which
adjust in seemingly infinite ways. Rear-seat head- and legroom are also generous for its class.
In addition to the accommodating cabin, the cubic-foot trunk can hold a fair amount of stuff, and
its opening is wide. The wagon has a maximum cargo volume of more than 58 cubic feet. The
overall look of the interior is on the austere side, even though materials quality is very good.

The 5 Series' standard iDrive electronics interface has drawn criticism over the years, but the
situation has improved for When equipped with the new hard-drive-based navigation system,
iDrive features the same updated control knob, physical menu buttons, high-resolution display
screen and revised menu structure found in the new 7 Series. Without the navigation system,
the 5 Series features the same new knob and menu buttons, but the screen remains, along with
the convoluted and frustrating old menus. Available styles include i 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used BMW 5
Series. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Pricier
than most competitors, heavy steering, subpar crash test scores, fussy iDrive without
navigation system. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. In its twilight year before a complete overhaul, the BMW 5 Series has
been only mildly updated. When equipped with the optional navigation system, the 5 gets the
latest version of BMW's iDrive electronics interface. There are also a new Value package and M
Sport package. Read more. Write a review See all 47 reviews. The direct fuel injectors have
introduced a new and not insignificant problem to the engine. Coke formation is extensive.
Those engine lights that start to light up anytime after say 50K miles are likely due to carbon
buildup in the cylinders with the sensors going crazy as a result. Big engine lights , little engine
lights, single and multiple cylinders dropping out at highway speeds, LTFT abnormalities, O2
sensor malfunction codes, cylinder misfiring codes, and on, and on. You can spend many an
hour chatting with your local mechanic getting to know all about his kids and their little league
activities before you get to the necessary therapy: walnut shell cylinder coke blasting! Read
less. I had reached , miles. Started having issues with performance, then the engine ran
extremely rough. Engine would start, but would stall. A costly repair. It's worth the phone calls,
it's your money and this is clearly a poor design. Now have 97, miles. Up to this point no issues.
Have been averaging Had first issue last week, very high pitched noise and rough idle at stop.
Was traced to crankcase vent. Tires and brakes were new at 37, I am very sad to say, this is the
last BMW I will ever own unless they change direction. There has always been at least one BMW
in my garage since I bought my first, a brand new tii. This wagon is one of those cars that is a
dream to drive and a nightmare to own. It is capable of eating up huge stretches of road and
dropping drivers and and passengers at their destination refreshed and invigorated. The desire
recently exhibited by BMW to cram as much computerized silliness into their cars as they can
imagine is unnecessary and infuriating. I bought a i xdrive used at 55, currently have , miles on
it. I would expect some things to break at this mileage but this is ridiculous. I had to replaced
the water pump in March and the starter in September. Then I got a message saying fuel pump
on the screen and car would shut down. BMW replaced the electonic fuel pump on the way
home I got the exact same message and car shut down. Can't wait to see what BMW says on
Monday. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 1 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 5 Series. Sign
Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Straight shooter. No
nonsense. Got the car checked out before I bought it. They made it right. Will use them again. I
typically don't write negative reviews but feel compelled to write one in this instance. I called
the dealer and asked about the Mercedes-Benz E-Class they had for sale. The sales guy said the
vehicle is no longer available but he had another for me - an Audi! If I wanted an Audi, I would
have called for an Audi. This is the typical switch-and-bait tactic unscrupulous dealers use. Deal
was quick and easy. Dealership held the car for a couple of days while I got the dollars together.
Would recommend to friends. Very quick from online picture to keys in hand. Thanks a ton!
Great customer service, open and honest about his vehicles, great selection of vehicles and
great location. Definite recommendation. My experience was great,Jonathan was down to earth,
patient and professional. I highly recommend them. Excellent communication. Very transparent
and honest about the car details. The car was in excellent conditions as communicated. Highly
recommend. I would recommend to any of my friends and family. I will be back! Thank you so

much!! It was very good, professional courtesy, information provided, still interested in buying.
Simply Awesome! Really nice family own business. Great customer service, picked me up from
the airport. Nothing but good things to say. Vehicle is poorly prepared. Vehicle bumper paint
unmatched with the body, each tire has different brand, seat is tear. Have an appointment for
the next day to test drive the vehicle. My sales mgr called me immediately. We talked and he has
a vehicle that matches my needs. Alex was on top of my request. I felt appreciated and valued
as a customer. Thank you!!! James contacted me right away. From all the dealers I contacted
they were the only ones who personally responded, instead of an automatic response!!
Appreciate Elite Motor Group! Terrible follow-up. They sold the vehicle I was interested in and
requested a service check for an engine light. Poor customer service and advocacy. The
salesperson took the vehicle for a service and called back two days later to say the car was
sold. No follow up for days. What an amazing experience. They really took care of me since the
minute I even inquired about this car. Good deal and great vibes. Adam and his team were super
nice. I purchased the Toyota Camry. I highly recommend Frontline. This car was beautiful I
really wanted it , he would not negotiate and now I see the price has dropped, oh well I bought
something else. I was very pleased with the awesome customer service and support that I
received! Hatam was also very helpful and knowledgeable with such patience during my
experience! I love my new vehicle! I have recommended Frontline to my friends and family!!!
The BMW 5 Series sedans and wagon continue to deliver a solid, sporty driving experience,
enhanced by precise handling, good road feel, a comfortable interior, and a trio of powerful yet
fuel-efficient powerplants. Some 5 Series owners have noted reliability and build-quality issues
with individual cars, and taller owners may find it tricky to climb into and out of the vehicle due
to the design of the doors. Entering the final year of its current design, the BMW 5 Series
doesn't change much for , but it still delivers plenty of upscale and high-performance features
for owners who seek a sporty yet practical sedan or wagon for everyday driving. BMW has
perfected the concept of the sport sedan, and the automaker continues to fine-tune the 5
Series's many high-end components. Some owners knock the 5 Series's high cost and overall
value, but most are pleased with what they receive for their hard-earned money. With an
anticipated next-generation BMW 5 Series scheduled to roll out sometime next year, the current
version changes little for The automaker updated the 5 Series's iDrive controller system, which
has received mixed reviews from owners in past years for its complicated operation. In addition,
BMW offers an optional M Sport Package for the 5 Series, which includes such features as
multi-contour seats, leather upholstery, interior wood trim, a sport suspension, and
aerodynamic exterior enhancements. BMW also plans to introduce a new 5 Series Gran Turismo
GT hatchback trim later in , which will serve as a precursor to the next-generation 5 Series. The
GT will have a longer wheelbase than the current 5 Series sedans, a coupe-like roofline, a rear
liftgate, and an upscale interior with standard Dakota leather upholstery and Dark Burl Ash
wood trim. Other than the new GT, the 5 Series lineup remains unchanged for and includes the i,
the xi, the i, the xi, and the i sedans, as well as the xi Wagon. The engines link to either a
six-speed manual transmission or a six-speed automatic transmission. Drivers have a choice of
a rear-wheel-drive configuration or BMW's xDrive all-wheel-drive system. The receives a
twin-turbocharged version of the V6, which boosts horsepower to and torque to lb-ft. By using
two small turbochargers instead of one large one, BMW reduces turbo lag and improves the
engine's fuel efficiency, according to the automaker. Both powerplants mate to either a
six-speed manual transmission or a six-speed Steptronic automatic transmission, which owners
can add at no additional cost. The Steptronic transmission features three shift modes. In Drive
mode, designed for typical everyday driving, the transmission automatically adapts to the
driver's style. The Sport mode offers a more dynamic shift pattern, while the Steptronic mode
enables drivers to shift manually without the need for a clutch. An available six-speed Sport
automatic transmission adds steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters for manual shifting. The
clocks a mph speed of 6. Stepping up a notch, the i retains its beefy 4. It links to the same
transmissions as the other 5 Series trims. The big V8 pushes the i from mph in just 5. The ix, ix,
and ix Wagon come equipped with BMW's xDrive all-wheel-drive system, which distributes the
majority of torque to the rear wheels under normal driving situations. However, in slick road
conditions or when it detects wheel slippage, the system sends power to the wheel or wheels
with the best grip within milliseconds, and continues to shift torque to ensure optimal traction
and handling in all road conditions. When it debuts, the 5 Series Grand Turismo will come
equipped with a powerful 4. The engine will link to an eight-speed automatic transmission,
which will become standard equipment in the next-generation 5 Series. The BMW 5 Series has
long had a well-deserved reputation for its impressive sport-oriented handling, and the 5 Series
continues that tradition. The suspension features a double-pivot design in the front and a
four-link configuration in the rear, with front and rear anti-roll bars, which help keep the the 5

Series firmly planted under aggressive acceleration and in tight turns. Speed-sensitive,
variable-ratio Servotronic steering, which comes standard, helps ensure tight handling and
good control. Owners can add Active Steering, which adjusts the steering ratio based on the
car's speed. Although BMW designed the system to improve low-speed maneuverability, it has
received mixed reviews from owners and automotive journalists. An available Sport Package
adds a sport suspension with Active Roll Stabilization, which helps actively make adjustments
to the suspension to reduce body roll under hard cornering. However, the and trims deliver
strong performance. Adults will find plenty of room and reasonable comfort in the rear seat,
while the front seats deliver optimal support for the driver and passenger, ensuring comfort
over long distances. Open storage compartments in all doors, dual center front console
compartments, and front seatback pockets are among the interior storage spaces. All trims ride
on inch wheels, while the Sport Package adds inch light-alloy wheels with run-flat performance
tires. Located on the center console, the iDrive system enables drivers to manage the climate
control, audio, navigation, and communications systems. Interior fit and finish remain the
highest quality, and the fit and finish overall are top-notch. The front seats feature way power
adjustment with power head restraints, while a memory system for the driver's seat includes
settings for the side-view mirrors and steering wheel position. The and come standard with
leatherette upholstery, while the i upgrades the interior upholstery and trim to Dakota leather.
Options include heated front and rear seats, a navigation system, and a heads-up display, which
projects travel information directly onto the windshield in front of the driver. NHTSA crash test
results awarded the 5 Series a top rating of five stars for protecting passengers in side impacts,
although the sedan earned only three stars for frontal crashes and four stars for rollover
resistance. The 5 Series comes standard with dual front and front-seat side-impact airbags, as
well as a front- and rear-seat head-protection system. Dynamic Traction Control, four-wheel
ventilated antilock brakes with Dynamic Brake Control, and Dynamic Stability Control with
brake-fade compensation are among the 5 Series's other standard safety features. Optional
safety features include a Night Assist system, which uses infrared technology and a camera to
display images of obstacles ahead on the cabin's navigation monitor, and a Lane Departure
Warning System, which alerts drivers by vibrating the steering wheel if it detects the vehicle
improperly straying from its lane. In practically every area, the BMW 5 Series receives very high
marks from owners. The sporty handling and ride, coupled with the upscale interior, appeal to
owners who seek something other than a mundane sedan. In addition, many owners comment
on the good gas mileage provided by the 5 Series's powerplants. The 5 Series feels solid and
capable on the road, although some owners note a stiff, harsh ride when equipped with the
run-flat tires. The interior provides comfortable seating and crisp, clear sound out of the audio
system. In addition, owners applaud the updated iDrive system, which makes it easier to
manage the cabin's tech features. Some owners complain of poorly placed interior controls, and
a few taller owners have difficulty climbing into and out of the vehicle due to the design of the
doors. In addition, some owners have noted reliability problems with individual cars, but overall
owners give the 5 Series highly positive marks. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Recent Arrival! To Protect Your Safety,
we are currently offering Home Services: Virtual Tour of Vehicle: We will use live interactive
video chat to give you a virtual walk around of any vehicle we have in stock. Local Home
Delivery: If you buy a vehicle, over the phone, email, text. E-Contract We will deliver the vehicle
to your home or a place of your choosing. Good, Bad, No Credit and 2nd Chance are approved.
Just give us a call or fill out loan application We will call you less than 45 mins with the
approval. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No
pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. With less than ,mi on this BMW 5 Series, you'll
appreciate the practically showroom newness of this vehicle. More information about the BMW
5 Series: The 5-Series lineup of models are athletic and surefooted sedans and wagons that
also offer a surprising level of comfort inside. Technology is also a strong point in the 5-Series,
with performance and safety standouts like Active Steering, Active Roll Stabilization and a night

vision system. The xi Sport Wagon is a very fashionable and fun-to-drive alternative to a
sport-utility vehicle. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply
these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. The
following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes and all new tires! Indulge
yourself with one of the most highly crafted, most luxurious automobiles available today.
Marked by excellent quality and features with unmistakable refined leather interior that added
value and class to the BMW 5 Series i. This BMW 5 Series offers the most up-to-date navigation
system available so you'll always know the most efficient route to where you are going. With
complete historical records, you'll know your next pre-owned vehicle, like this one, inside and
out before you purchase it. If not for a few miles on the odometer you would be hard-pressed to
know this BMW 5 Series is a pre-owned vehicle. Fast, yet nimble, this highly refined automobile
will turn heads wherever you go, provided of course, they even see you. Class defining,
one-of-a-kind options are the standard with this BMW 5 Series plus much, much more. Powered
by a Twin TurboCharged 3. This stellar Rear Wheel Drive team treats you to near 28mpg on the
highway, as well as driving dynamics that can only be described as brilliant! Stunning inch alloy
wheels, adaptive headlights, a sunroof and fog lights help you stand out in a crowded parking
lot. Offering the latest in technological innovation and style, our i is sure to please you.
Power-adjustable heated front seats, dynamic cruise control, and dual-zone climate control are
just a sampling of the features made to spoil you! In addition to luxury features, the engineers at
BMW have included an abundance of safety features such as four-wheel ABS, daytime running
lights, BMW Assist with automatic Collison notification, dynamic stability control, LATCH for
child seats, tire pressure monitoring, and plenty of airbags. This i is ready and willing to get you
and your family wherever you're going in style, luxury, comfort, and most of all, safely! Come in
and see this stunning 5 Series before it's gone! Print this page and call us Now The exterior was
well maintained and is extra clean. The paint is in great shape and condition. This vehicle has
no previous collision damage. The interior was well maintained and is extra clean. The engine is
functioning properly and has no issues. The transmission shifts very smoothly. Cars On 15
offers all types of financing and all types of warranties. Thank You for looking. Want to see this
car? Visit the URL above and schedule a test drive brought to your driveway. All cars are
disinfected. List prices do not include taxes, registration, Shift Service fee, or optional Vehicle
Protection Plan. Please refer to Shift's website to view the total price and estimate your monthly
payment. With a vast selection of new and used vehicles and upstanding service, we're a no
brainer when it comes to satisfying your automotive needs. Give us a call, or come into MIG
today where your peace of mind is our priority. Stunning inch alloy wheels, adaptive headlights,
chrome trim, and fog lights help you stand out in a crowded parking lot. Power-adjustable front
seats, dynamic cruise control, and dual-zone climate control are just a sampling of the features
made to spoil you! Don't wait until ticket prices go up! One Owner! Low Miles! All Wheel Drive!
Runs and Drives Great! Come in for a Test Drive! And now please beware of the newest scam
started recently, Dealers offering a "promotional price" and long as you purchase their
Extended warranty at regular price! You also do NOT need to finance to get this price!
Performance Auto has been selling quality pre-owned automobiles since October You will feel
no pressure when you enter our facility and meet one of our friendly sales representatives. All
of the vehicles that we sell have to be NYS Inspected! As a Certified Plate program dealer, we
also have the ability to issue new license plates or transfer your existing plates to your new
vehicle. Please be aware of other "so called dealers" that are selling vehicles on Long Island
and using "out of state" dealer licenses to avoid inspecting vehicles! Excellent Condition, one
owner, no accident! Financing available. What are you waiting for? Call now or visit our website:
Our finance department is dedicated to finding the best possible rates and terms for you.
Please, write down what you need to bring in so you can take immediate delivery of the vehicle
you selected: Driver license, Two recent pay stubs, References, Phone or utility bill in customer
name , Title for your trade. Thanks for visiting Vehicle information is based off standard
equipment and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete vehicle specific
information. This offer is not redeemable for cash and may not be combined with any other
discount or offer. This BMW 5 Series i comes with plentiful amenities. Powering this vehicle is a
robust 3. Connectivity Group includes: Bluetooth Wireless. BMW 5 Series i Features: External
temperature display, Armrests rear folding , Emergency interior trunk release, Driver seat power
adjustments lumbar , Passenger seat power adjustments All prices are plus Tax, Tag, and
Dealer documentation fees. What you see is what you pay, nice and easy-how buying a car
should be! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 5, Station Wagon 8. Trim i
xDrive 1, i 1, i xDrive i i e iPerformance Mi xDrive i xDrive i xDrive i e xDrive iPerformance i 56 i

xDrive 49 e 25 d 17 i 14 d xDrive 13 xi 11 xi 7 e xDrive 6 xi 4 d xDrive 4 i 4 xi 3 ActiveHybrid 5 1.
Engine Type Gas 4, Hybrid Diesel Cylinders 4 cylinders 3, 6 cylinders 1, 8 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Electric Range 10 mi 30 mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. Price Drop. Check Availability. No accidents. New
Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. The direct fuel injectors have
introduced a new and not insignificant problem to the engine. Coke formation is extensive.
Those engine lights that start to light up anytime after say 50K miles are likely due to carbon
buildup in the cylinders with the sensors going crazy as a result. Big engine lights , little engine
lights, single and multiple cylinders dropping out at highway speeds, LTFT abnormalities, O2
sensor malfunction codes, cylinder misfiring codes, and on, and on. You can spend many an
hour chatting with your local mechanic getting to know all about his kids and their little league
activities before you get to the necessary therapy: walnut shell cylinder coke blasting! Read
more. Read less. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. My wife and I have been looking at SUV's, specifically
crossovers, because we have issues with our knees and are looking for something that we can
easily get into and out of as well as needing space for other family members. We had recently
gone to a competitor and received horrible service when the salesman didn't listen to us and
tried to sell us something that was far from what we needed. Needless to say this left a bitter
taste in our mouths and we came to Atwood ready for a difficult interaction. So very glad our
email was answered by Darius Bridges. After we got into and looked at the car we were
originally thinking of, which unfortunately just wouldn't work for our needs, he took the time to
listen and ask proper qualifying questions about what we were looking for in a vehicle and what
our physical needs would be in it. He immediately went to the lot and brought out a Equinox and
had us get in it to see if this would be the right way for us to go. He was correct! Our experience
with him was amazing, he is a delightful young man and well versed in his product knowledge.
We went for a fact find and ended up purchasing the Equinox. Thank You, Darius and Atwood.
We look forward to shopping with you again when we replace our other car. Jerry Damson
Honda-Huntsville is honored to present a wonderful example of pure vehicle design Excellence,
luxury and stature are just a few of the pillars this car is built upon. One of the best things about
this BMW 5 Series is that it has low, low mileage. It's ready for you to truly break it in. More
information about the BMW 5 Series: The 5-Series models are athletic and surefooted sport
sedans and wagons that offer a surprising level of comfort inside. Technology features are also
a strong point in the 5-Series, with performance and safety standouts like Active Steering,
Active Roll Stabilization and a night vision system. The xi Sport Wagon is a very fashionable
and fun-to-drive alternative to a sport-utility vehicle. Strengths of this model include Handling,
ride quality, dazzling high-tech features, and refined powertrains. The Smart Family would like
to thank you for the opportunity to assist in the purchase of your next new vehicle. For over
years the Smart family has been family owned and operated business in the heart of central
Arkansas. Offering the highest level of customer service and an outstanding purchase
experience has allowed our year tradition. We look forward to serving you and thanks again for
shopping Smart. Opulent refinements married with exceptional engineering make this the kind
of car you'll want to own for a lifetime. Pre-owned doesn't have to mean used. The clean interior
of this BMW 5 Series makes it one of the nicest you'll find. Intricately stitched leather and
ergonomic design seats are among the details in which test drivers say that BMW 5 Series i is in
a league of its own Take the guesswork out of where you are going with the top-tier navigation
system found on this exceptional BMW 5 Series. The 5-Series lineup of models offers athletic
and surefooted sedans that also offer a surprising level of comfort inside. Technology is also a
strong point in the 5-Series, with performance and safety standouts. Make the short drive from
Nashville, Murfreesboro, or Huntsville to visit our Franklin, TN dealership for a test drive today!
Please call us for more information. See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You
can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort
of home. See store for details. Some fees are location specific and may change if you transfer
this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls.
Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. That's why we never charge
last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you should be able to get
the right car at the right price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get
your car delivered as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to
keep you safe. It looks like the only vehicles matching your search at this time are over miles
away. Consider expanding your search or save this search to get notified when matching
inventory is available. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Within miles. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim i 2 i 40 i

xDrive 25 xi 1 e 1 e iPerformance 51 e xDrive iPerformance 19 i 82 i xDrive 94 d 2 d xDrive 2 i 36 i
xDrive 16 i 51 i xDrive 49 i 6 i xDrive 8 Mi xDrive Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
Manual 4. Engine Type Diesel 4 Gas Hybrid Cylinders 4 cylinders 6 cylinders 8 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Electric Range 10 mi 30 mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with
recent price drops. Recently added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Price
Drop. Know The Deal. Not Listed. In-stock online. New Listing. Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out
of listings. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
axle parts diagram
dodge intrepid alternator
66 mustang steering
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

